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THE HEART OF THE WORLD.

By GEO. B. McCONNELL.
Arr. by Frank Black.

Andante Moderato.

1. If Old Mather Earth were human, Her heart would be sad to-day.
2. If Old Mather Earth would tell us, What sorrows she has to bear,

When men start to fight and blight with their might, She must turn her head a-way.

Our smiles would be tears our joys would be fears, But nobody seems to care.
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CHORUS.

The heart of the world is aching.

Why are we so unkind?

Fathers and sons are shouldering guns,

Leaving their loved ones behind;

The heart of the world, 3.
men start to maim their brothers

Something is wrong somewhere,
The

heart of the world is breaking And nobody seems to
care.
The care.

The heart of the world. 3.